Eyewear Passes for label printer
Customized with coloured logo,
manufactured already in small print run
� With logo
� In 4 colour printing
� From 250 pieces
� No extra printer
needed

A passport certifies origin and
provides security. Eyewear passes in corporate design document the type of glass and
visual acuity as a service provided by the optician. Customised eXtra4 eyewear passes
enable opticians to use their
own logo in its individual
colours to present the performance and quality of the
company to their customers.

From 250 pieces, digitally printed
eyewear passes can be manufactured individually. Produced
as card labels endlessly on a roll,
they can be marked with the
characteristic data of glasses via
thermal transfer printer. The
existing label printer can be used
for this purpose. A special printer, as for plastic cards, is not
necessary.
Eyewear passes from eXtra4
consist of plastic foil com-pound
with micro perforations. This
smooth, flexible material is thin
and lightweight but strong enough to be hard-wearing. Its
gloss surface gives a shiny look
and feel.

Stand: 01-2022

It is that easy to get your own
passes with logo: You provide us
with the desired artwork in PDF
format. We prepare the data, for
which we charge a one-off small
amount. Now you can use your
logo time and time again for affordable eyewear passes in consistent quality.
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Eyewear Passes with customized logo imprint, 4-coloured
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Micro perforation to the separating edges allows the simple and
clean extraction of the cards from the label web.
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with logo imprint, 4-coloured
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Price for data transfer 40,- €. Any necessary rework will be charged at cost.
All prices without VAT.
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